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Editorial on the Research Topic

Benchmarking Biodiversity in an Era of Rapid Change

Human activities are amplifying the dynamic nature of Earth’s climate and reshaping its landscapes
and ecosystems (Ellis et al., 2020), justifying a preeminent need to characterize, identify, quantify,
map, and archive data on all forms of terrestrial and aquatic biodiversity (Magurran et al., 2010).
Several global efforts have indexed the status of biodiversity but typically at coarse levels of spatial
resolution (e.g., the IUCN Red List). Highly endangered species are sometimes understood in great
detail, but their roles in contemporary ecosystems are usually comparatively minor. For the vast
majority of Earth’s biodiversity, even basic taxonomy is poorly resolved (Winfree et al., 2015).
Meanwhile, patterns of distribution, abundance and shifting community composition remain
poorly quantified even for many of the best-known organisms (Magurran et al., 2018). How
shall we truly understand biodiversity responses to environmental change without the anchor of
adequate baselines?

In this special issue we introduce different perspectives on benchmarking biodiversity.
Benchmarking is the creation of baseline measurements of distribution, abundance, genetic
characteristics, and ecological roles of biodiversity. Beyond monitoring studies and one-off
characterizations of baselines, benchmarking intentionally uses precisely repeatable methods
and archives detailed data to maximize alignment with future replication, thereby promoting
rigorous quantification of change through time (Robinson and Curtis, 2020). Widespread use of
highly repeatable survey and counting methods can have the obvious benefit of unequivocally
demonstrating how biodiversity responds to climate and other forms of inevitable change
(Robinson et al., 2020). Given rapidly improving information on taxonomy, the rise of collaborative
efforts with citizen scientists, massive public online databases, and GPS-based mapping, we live in
an era when reliably benchmarking Earth’s biodiversity is not only more feasible than ever but
should be one of society’s top priorities.

Aside from providing opportunities for future generations to rigorously quantify change,
benchmarking biodiversity also creates opportunities for human improvement. It rewards skilled
naturalists for their expertise (Tewksbury et al., 2014), improves training of new generations of
scientists and the public to improve their understanding of the ecological roles and importance of
diverse organisms (Theobald et al., 2015), facilitates current academic investigation of theoretical
and empirical ideas (Dornelas et al., 2014; Gotelli et al., 2017), helps society improve their temporal
perspective on natural and human-facilitated environmental change (Willis and Birks, 2006), and
informs data-driven policy decisions affecting management and societal priorities (Santamaría and
Méndez, 2012).

Although this special issue focuses on distribution, abundance, and genetics, present-day
knowledge acquisition on a variety of aspects of biodiversity is sorely needed. Knowledge gaps
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have been categorized into eight groups: (i) Linnean (taxonomic
discrepancies), (ii) Wallacean (species distributions), (iii)
Prestonian (population ecology), (iv) Darwinian (species
evolution), (v) Raunkiaeran (species traits), (vi) Hutchinsonian
(abiotic tolerances), (vii) Eltonian (species interactions) (Hortal
et al., 2015), and (viii) Parkerian shortfalls (Lees et al., 2020).
These shortfalls in knowledge, when addressed adequately
through careful collection of basic natural history knowledge
combined with detailed evaluation of population, genomic and
physiological information, may be remedied with systematic
spatially-explicit species inventories and abundance information
(Hortal et al., 2015).

The eight papers in this special issue inform topics tied directly
to benchmarking biodiversity. Major gaps in our understanding
of even some of the most charismatic, popular and most widely
observed organisms, such as birds, are demonstrated by the
near total absence of rigorous local abundance data for the
most diverse continent, South America (Robinson, Errichetti et
al.). A call for expanding a currently small (N = 6) network
of large survey plots (100 ha or larger) to make precisely
repeatable community inventories and abundancemeasurements
is a feasible plan. Likewise, contemporary society has been put on
alert recently that insect populations may be declining globally,
yet we have few long-term benchmarking data available. Debates
about trends and quantities of change are best settled with
data. Standardizing reliable methods is a critical initial step.
Montgomery et al. establish such standards for benchmarking
insect populations. Beyond whole organisms, responses of genes
and genomes to change are rarely evaluated in the context of
short-term dynamics, yet we now have the technical means
to analyze genetic samples from the distant past, now and
to preserve them for future evaluation as technical knowledge
improves (García and Robinson). Benchmarking biodiversity
is an enormous task that may be enhanced with widespread
public collaboration as internet-based opportunities expand
interactive data archival resources. Contributions by untrained
observers raise concerns, especially with abundance estimation,

as demonstrated in a rare comparison of bird abundance
data gathered by professionals and amateur birders (Robinson,
Hallman et al.). Likewise, new technologies may facilitate better
data collection and assessment of errors, as well as push
measurements toward estimates of density and even population
sizes, as demonstrated with camera traps (Green et al.). Moving
forward, benchmark data allow assessments of geographic range
shifts (Wilson et al.) and comparisons of biodiversity change as
a function of disturbances, from smaller scale events such as
mining (Lynggaard et al.) to extensive ones such as wildfires
(Catullo et al.).

Time is ripe for appreciating the value of carefully collected,
vetted biodiversity data gathered with precisely repeatable
methods to allow humanity the best chance to understand how
life responds to change on our dynamic planet. The longer
we postpone the political will to undertake this task at a
meaningful scale, the more incomplete our best baselines will
become, and the more expensive measures to restore wild nature
will become.
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